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We are going to discuss the discipline of database design, starting
from the logical data model and going through to the physical
database level.

Portions of this presentation have been
adapted from my latest book, Database
Administration: Practices & Procedures.
For more information check out the web
at:
http://www.craigsmullins.com/dba_book.htm
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Why Model Data?

Capital - Chart of Accounts

Data?

Human Resources - org chart

Materials - Bill of Materials
Facilities - blueprints

Almost every organization parrots the oft-repeated phrase “we
treat data as a corporate asset.” But you can examine the
veracity of that claim by comparing how they treat data to how
they treat other “corporate assets” like capital, facilities,
materials, and personnel.
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Data Modeling Objectives
Function

achieves

Objective

e.g., Data modeling

• Document and communicate the business information
requirements
• Enable databases with:
Database
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Minimum redundancy
Maximum integrity
Sharability
Stability
Flexibility
Consistency
Timely access
Usability

has

Database
Characteristic

• Increase value of data resource

The primary value of a data model is its ability to be used as a blueprint
to build a physical database. When databases are built from a welldesigned data model the resulting structures provide increased value to
the organization. The value derived from the data model exhibits itself in
the form of minimized redundancy, maximized data integrity, increased
stability, better data sharing, increased consistency, more timely access
to data, and better usability. These qualities are achieved because the
data model clearly outlines the data resource requirements and
relationships in a clear, concise manner. Building databases from a data
model will result in a better database implementation because you will
have a better understanding of the data to be stored in your databases.
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Data Thinking
• Don’t think “how”; think “what”
• Don’t think physical; think conceptual
• Don’t think process; think structure
• Don’t think navigation; think relationship

Data modeling requires a different mindset than requirements gathering for
application development and process-oriented tasks. It is important to think
“what” is of interest instead of “how” tasks are accomplished:
•

Don’t think physical; think conceptual – the physical storage issues and the
constraints of any DBMS you may know are unimportant at this point.

•

Don’t think process; think structure – how something is done, although
important for application development, is not important for data modeling.
The things that processes are being done to are what is important to data
modeling.

•

Don’t think navigation; think relationship – the way that things are related to
one another is important because relationships map the data model blueprint.
The way in which relationships are traversed is unimportant to conceptual
and logical data modeling.
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Data Modeling Concepts
Concepts to be covered will include:









Entities
Entity Types
Entity Occurrences
Relationships
Attributes
Attribute Roles
Keys
Diagramming Techniques
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Entities
• Something that exists and is capable
of being described.
• A person, place, thing, concept or
event about which an organization
maintains facts.
Student
Instructor

Order
Course
Employee

Item

An entity, at a very basic level, is something that exists and is capable of
being described. It is a person, place, thing, concept, or event about which
your organization maintains facts. For example: “STUDENT,”
“INSTRUCTOR,” and “COURSE” are specific entities about which a
college or university must be knowlegeable to perform its business.
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Entity Examples
•

Person: Roles people play
• Employee
• Supplier

•

Thing: Physical object type
• Item
• Product
• Material

•

z

Place: Areas or geographic locations

• Customer
• Agent

• Office
• City
z

• Part
• Building
• Equipment

Event: Things that "happen"
•
•
•
•

Concept: Intangible ideas
• Warranty
• Account

• Warehouse
• Region

Sale
Transfer
Project
Reservation

•
•
•
•

Order
Shipment
Agreement
Flight

• Route

Entity

Person

Place

People: Competitor, Contractor,
Applicant, Retiree, Claimant,
Client, Manager, Technician,
Doctor, Student, Insured,
Teacher, Buyer, Recipient,
Insurance Commissioner
Organization: Govt., Assn, Club,
Society, Division, Hospital,
competitor, segment,
regulatory body, Team
(Employee group)
Manufacturing, Teacher,
Supplier

Thing

Event

Concept

Thing: Either the actual, physical thing or its
representation (document; vehicle, machine,
etc.)
Concept: Task, Service, policy, market, benefit,
guideline, coverage, etc.
Place: Country, Section (GIS), Work area, Plant,
territory, Hospital, zip code, Location,
address, jurisdiction
Event: Lease, Movement, Invoice, Training,
Claim, Payment, Accident, Batch (process),
Audit, Cancellation, Divorce, Enrollment,
Contact, regulation, return, direct mail,
violation , quote, etc.
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Entity Occurrence
mer
Custo

Entity Type

Customer: Moore
City: PittsburghCustomer: Jackson
State: PA
City: An Customer: Mullins
Phone: 555

State: MI City: Houston

Credit:: Go

Phone: 5 State: TX

AMEX:

Credit:: Ex Phone: 555-1234

VISA:

AMEX:

Credit:: Fair

Contact:

VISA:

AMEX: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Contact:

VISA: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

• Entity

Occurrences

Contact: Mike

An occurrence is an instance of an entity. For example, AUTHOR is an
example of an entity. Craig S. Mullins, along with all of my descriptive
details, is an example of an occurrence of the AUTHOR entity. It is
important to differentiate the abstract entity from the concrete occurrences
of the entity. Entity instance is an equivalent term for occurrence.
When developing a data model sometimes it can be difficult to differentiate
between the entity and occurrences of the entity. This is especially so for
novice data modelers and for uncommon entities.
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Entity Naming Guidelines
•

Noun, or Adjective-Noun format
–Contract
–Lease Agreement

•

Minimize use of adjectives
–Contractor vs Contract Employee
–Training vs Employee Course

•

Do not pluralize; use singular instead: Employee vs
Employees
–The entity type is a model or pattern rather than the set of all
employees

•

Use business terms and be consistent
–Vendor or Supplier?
–User or Client?

•

Remove process specific artifacts from the entity name
–State not Residence State
–Agent not Selling Agent

Follow a rigorous standard for naming entities to promote consistency of
communication. An entity is as a pattern for the occurences therein, not the set of
all occurences for that entity. For example, an entity that contains data about your
company's employees should be EMPLOYEE, not EMPLOYEES. Also, an entity
should be a noun, or a combination of an adjective with a noun… and they should
NOT be plural. Minimize use of adjectives. An adjective can be an attribute in
disguise. For example, an entity named CONTRACT EMPLOYEE would be better
as an entity named EMPLOYEE with an attribute describing the status of the
employee (where Status can be FULLTIME or CONTRACT).
Use terms favored by business users. When the business uses multiple terms
(synonyms) for the same entity and there is no clear consensus, choose one and
use it consistently. For example, if some business users prefer VENDOR and
others prefer SUPPLIER, choose one and use it consistently throughout the data
model. In some cases, common sense may dictate a choice when the business
cannot express a preference. For example, CLIENT is perhaps a better term than
USER given the negative connotation of the word user in certain contexts (i.e. “drug
user”).
And always remember, the data model should capture the “what” not the “how”...
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Relationships
Places

Order
Product

Custome

r

Is Placed By

• How the different entities are associated with
each other
Customer

Places
Is Placed By

Order

Relationships define how the different entities are associated with each other.
A relationship name should describe the role played by an entity in its
association with another (or perhaps the same) entity. A relationship is
defined by the keys: the primary key in the parent entity and the foreign key in
the dependent entity.
Relationships are not just the “lines” that connect entities, but provide
meaning to the data model and should be assigned useful names. The name
of the relationship should describe the affiliation between the participating
entities. The relationship name makes a factual statement about the
association between entities. For example, consider the one-to-many
relationship between the COURSE and INSTRUCTOR entities: each
COURSE is taught by one and only one INSTRUCTOR. Or put another way,
an INSTRUCTOR teaches many COURSEs. The name of the relationship
coupled with the names of the entities participating in the relationship should
form a meaningful sentence.
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Diagramming Conventions
One-to-One

1
2
3

One-to-Many
CUSTOMER

ACCOUNT

STUDENT

COURSE

CUSTOMER

ACCOUNT

STUDENT

COURSE

ACCOUNT

STUDENT

COURSE

ACCOUNT

STUDENT

EMPLOYEE

TEMP_EMP

EMPLOYEE

TEMP_EMP

EMPLOYEE

TEMP_EMP

CUSTOMER

TEMP_EMP

CUSTOMER 1

4

EMPLOYEE

5

EMPLOYEE

1

1

TEMP_EMP

Many-to-Many

CUSTOMER

M

ACCOUNT

STUDENT

M

M

COURSE

COURSE

The major difference between the diagramming methods is the way in
which cardinality is shown. Each row of this figure shows how a
different E/R diagramming style handles one-to-one, one-to-many, and
many-to-many relationships. The E/R diagramming methods are named
after the originator of the technique. By row, the names of the
diagramming techniques depicted are:
1. Ross
2. Bachmann
3. Martin
4. Chen
5. Rumbaugh
Most modeling tools support one or more of these diagramming
techniques. The most popular data modeling diagramming techniques
are Martin (also known as Information Engineering) and Ross.
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Data Model Guidelines
Ö The relationship is read clockwise over the line
Reads left-to-right
Is placed by
Customer
Order
Read bottom-to-top

Read top-to-bottom

Order

Order

Places

Is placed by

Customer

Customer

Read right-to-left
Order

Places

Customer

In an E/R diagram, the relationships should be
read clockwise from right to left over the line.
Following this convention will assure the
legibility of your data models.
Should be able to make a meaningful sentence
Each relationship in the data model can be read
as a sentence left-to-right with phrase over the
line
A customer places orders. Each order is placed
by one and only one customer.
Answers questions:
• What customer placed the order?
• What orders were placed by the customer?
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Types of Entities
• Examining relationships can help to
determine the type of entity:
– Fundamental Entities - represent fundamental, or
basic, business objects

– Characteristic Entities - contain multiple attributes
or facts describing a basic entity
– Associative Entities - describe a relationship
between two other entities

A fundamental entity usually has a lot of
relationships leading out from it.

Basic
Entity

A characteristic entity cannot stand alone.
It will be on the many side of a one-tomany relationship, usually with a
fundamental entity on the other side.
(Sometimes called a dependent entity)

An associative entity resolves a many-tomany relationship. (Sometimes called an
intersection entity)
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Creating an Associative Entity
STUDENT
StudentID

COURSE
CourseNum

LastName
FirstName
MiddleInit
MajorID

STUDENT
StudentID
LastName
FirstName
MiddleInit
MajorID

CourseName
Credits

ENROLLMENT
StudentID
CourseNum
CourseCompDate
Grade

COURSE
CourseNum
CourseName
Credits

An associative entity is needed when information is needed about a relationship. In other words,
creating an associate entity enables attributes to be associated with a relationship. Associative
entities also make it possible for many-to-many relationships to be implemented using a relational
database.
Every many-to-many relationship can be resolved to a pair of one-to-many relationships between
each of the two existing entities, and a new entity – an associate entity.
In the example shown, a STUDENT can register for many COURSEs, and a COURSE can contain
many STUDENTs. This classic many-to-many relationship can be resolved as shown at the bottom.
A new entity is created, in this case, the ENROLLMENT entity. The primary key from each of the
previously exisinting entities is copied to the new entity. And the many-to-many relationship is
replaced with two one-to-many relationships, with the many side, in each case, placed on the new
associative entity. Now attributes can be assigned to the new entity, whereas this was not possible
for a relationship.
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Attributes
mer
Custo

Customer
: Smith
Customer
#: 0001

Customer: Smith
Customer #: 0001
City: New York
State: New York
Phone: 555-1938
Credit: Good

Customer

ENTITY = Nouns
ATTR = Adjectives

Cust Number
Cust Name
Street Address
City
State
Zip Code
Phone Num
Credit Limit Amt

As a general rule of thumb, nouns tend to be entities and adjectives tend to
be attributes. But, of course, this is not a hard and fast rule: be sure to apply
knowledge of the business to determine which nouns and adjectives are
entities and which are attributes. Every attribute must either identify the entity
occurrence, describe the entity occurrence, or relate the entity occurrence to
another entity occurrence (in the same or another entity).
An attribute must definitively reflect its specific, intended meaning. The
instances of an attribute must be atomic in nature – that is, an attribute
represents a singular fact that cannot be further decomposed. For that
reason, Name within the context of an entity describing humans is a bad
attribute because Name can be decomposed into FirstName, MiddleInitial,
and LastName.
An attribute is a fact that is not independent - it describes something else.
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Attributes
 An attribute is a fact about an entity.
It is a data element that is an inherent
property of an entity.
 An attribute will fulfill one (and only one)
of these objectives:
z Describe
z Identify
z Relate

An attribute is a characteristic of an entity. Every attribute does
one of three things:
•

•

•

Describe – An attribute is descriptive if it does not identify or
relate, but is used to depict or express a characteristic of an
entity occurrence.
Identify – An attribute that identifies is a candidate key. If the
value of an identifying attribute changes, it should identify a
different entity occurrence. An attribute that identifies should
be unchangeable and immutable.
Relate – An attribute that relates entities is a foreign key; the
attribute refers to the primary key attribute of an occurrence of
another (or the same) entity.
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Attribute Naming Guidelines
CLASS

ABBREVIATION

DESCRIPTION

ADDRESS
AMOUNT
CODE
DATE
DESCRIPTION
IDENTIFIER
IMAGE
NAME
NUMBER
PERCENT
QUANTITY
TEXT
TIME

ADDR
AMT
CODE
DATE
DESC
ID
IMG
NAME
NUM
PCT
QTY
TXT
TIME

Address or location
Monetary amount
Classifications, codes, types
Calendar dates
Descriptive text
Alphanumeric unique identifier
Encoded digital image
Alphabetic name, identification
Numeric count
Relationships as %
Counts and units
Free form document text
Time; temporal data

Develop and adhere to a standard format for naming attributes. For example,
name your attributes in singular form with Initial Capital Letters or in all lower
case. Choose one form and stick to it, though.
When building an attribute name, it should consist of a prime descriptive word
coupled with a class word. For class words avoid either / or meanings.
Additional qualifying words may be used if necessary to define the attribute
accordingly. The prime descriptive word can be the entity name or another
descriptive word. For the class word, establish a valid list of classes for the types
of domains in use. A sample list of possible classes is shown here. You may
decide to use the entire class name, or a standard abbreviation. Some sample
attribute names:
• VendorID – where VENDOR is the entity and the attribute is an identifier (PK)
• ProductName – where PRODUCT is the entity and the domain of the attribute
is an alphabetic, character name.
• ProductYearlySalesAmount – where PRODUCT is the entity and the domain is
an amount. But there may be multiple amounts for each product instance, so this
particular attribute is further qualified by Yearly indicating the period and Sales
indicating that the amount is an amount sold (as opposed to purchased).
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Keys
 A key is an attribute, or group of
attributed, that are used to identify.
 There are three types of keys:
z Candidate Keys
z Primary Keys
z Foreign Keys

Keys consist of the attributes that identify entity occurrences and define
relationships between entities. A key will consist of one or more attributes, the
values of which uniquely identify an entity occurrence. Well, more precisely,
candidate keys and primary keys identify the entity. A combination of the
primary key value of one entity and the foreign key value of another entity
identify relationships.
A key should contain no embedded meaning. The key’s purpose is to
identify and not to describe. The other attributes in the entity serve a
descriptive purpose. When keys contain embedded meaning problems can
arise if the meaning changes. Furthermore, the values for any embedded
meaning are likely to be outside your immediate control, which can also
cause data integrity and modification problems.
Candidate Keys
Each entity can have multiple candidate keys, but it must have at least one.
Each candidate key is an attribute, or set of attributes, that can be used to
uniquely identify an occurrence of the entity. If the value of the attributes
cannot be used to identify a specific occurrence of the entity, then they do
18
not represent a candidate key.

Primary Keys
Order
Product
Custome

r

Order Number +
Line Number
Customer
Number

Product
ID

• The attribute or attributes that uniquely identify an entity type
• A primary key value uniquely identifies a single occurrence
of an entity
Order
0001 / 1

Order #: 0001 Line #: 1
ProdID: 1234
Qty: 5

Each entity will have one and only one primary key. The primary key is
chosen from the set of candidate keys and is used to identify an entity
occurrence. Choosing an appropriate primary key is important because the
primary key will be used to define the foreign keys in related, dependent
entities.
The primary key must guarantee the uniqueness of an entity occurrence. The
value of any component of the primary key cannot be null. Primary keys of
basic entities should not have embedded meaning. Primary keys should be
immutable – that is, not capable of, or susceptible to change.
Furthermore, you should have control over primary key values. When values
are assigned externally, you lose control, causing potential data problems. For
one, it is impossible to ensure that the key values will always be unique. As an
example, social security number is a bad primary key choice to identify
employees because it is assigned outside of your control. A numeric identifier
assigned by your organization is a better choice.
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Foreign Keys
(Relationship Attributes)
• An attribute (or attributes) in one entity that relates an
occurrence of that entity to an occurrence of another entity
• The relating attribute(s) contains the same value(s) as the
primary key of the related entity occurrence
Employee

works in
employs

Emp Num
Emp Name
Org Unit Num (F)

Employee
Emp Num
Emp Name

Org Unit
Org Unit Num
Org Name

manages
managed by

Org Unit
Org Unit Num
Org Name

Foreign keys reside in dependent entities to establish relationships.
The primary key identifies an entity occurrence, foreign keys identify
relationships between entity occurrences. For one-to-many
relationships, the foreign key will always be on the many side of a
relationship. For one-to-one relationships, determination of foreign
key placement is more difficult. The basic rule is to analyze the
attributes and assign the key to the entity for which it is most
characteristic. If one end of the one-to-one relationship is optional,
clearly the entity at the optional end should contain the foreign key,
the entity at the mandatory end should contain the primary key.
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Normalization
The process of identifying the one
best place a fact belongs.
• First Normal Form
A row is in first normal form if and only if all underlying
domains contain atomic values only.

• Second Normal Form
A row is in second normal form if and only if it is in first
normal form and every non-key attribute is fully dependent
on the key.

• Third Normal Form
A row is in third normal form if and only if it is in second
normal form and every non-key attribute is is nontransitively dependent on the primary key.

The objective of first normal form (1NF) is to eliminate repeating groups and
non-atomic data from an entity. When data conforms to 1NF each attribute of
the entity is a single discrete fact – in other words, atomic. The term atomic
derives from atom, which is the smallest indivisible particle that can exist on its
own. Popular definition: "No repeating groups"
The objective of second normal form (2NF) is to ensure that all of the
attributes of each entity are dependent on the primary key. To transform 1NF
data into 2NF create separate entities for sets of attributes that apply to
multiple records and assign a foreign key to the new entity to relate it to its
previous entity. Simply stated, entity occurrences should not depend on
anything other than the entity’s primary key.
The objective of third normal form (3NF) is to ensure that no relationships
between attributes exist within an entity. Every attribute in the entity should
depend only on the primary key. A tongue-in-cheek expression used to
describe a data model in third normal is “every attribute depends upon the key,
the whole key, and nothing but the key, so help me Codd.”
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Derived and Base Data
Course
Course Num
Course Offering Date
Course Name
Course Fee

Enrollment
Student ID
Course Num
Course Offering Date
Course Completion Date
Course Charge Back Amt(DT)

Student
Student ID
Student Name
Student Date of Birth
Student Age(D)

Derived data is redundant data. It can be calculated
using other, base data. Base data is the atomic level
data which represents the smallest meaningful fact in
which the business is interested.
In general, minimize listing derived data in the data
model, unless you need it for communication purposes.
When documenting derived data it is useful to
differentiate the types of derived data:
• Always derivable (D)
• Derivable at point in time (DT)
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Data Model of Modeling Terms
Relationship

Occurrence

Entity

Domain

Attribute

Primary
Key

Attribute
Value

To show the value of data modeling for communication, we can
create a data model of the data modeling terms we just learned.
This E/R diagram clearly explains data modeling terminology and
shows the relationships between the components of a data model.
If you understanding the diagramming conventions you can view
the diagram and quickly understand the way these concepts
interact with one another.
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Terminology Summary
Common
Term

Graphic
Term

DP
Term

Design
Term

Relational
Term

File
Cabinet

Table

File

Entity

Relation,
Table

File
Folder
or Record

Row

Record

Occurrence

Tuple,
Row

Instance,
Object

Fact

Column

Field
Data Item
Data
Element

Attribute

Column
(Domain)

Property

Index

Identifier

Record
Key

Primary
Key

Primary
Key

Object
Identifier

ObjectOriented
Term
Type,
ADT,
Class
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Transforming Logical to
Physical
• Translation of Logical Model to Physical Database
• Create DDL
• Entities to Tables, Attributes to Columns, Relationships and Keys to
DB2 RI and Indexes, etc.
• …but differences CAN and WILL occur

• Create Storage Structures for Database
•
•
•
•
•

Files for data and indexes
Partitioning
Clustering
Placement
Interleaving Data

The physical data model is created by transforming the logical data model
into a physical implementation based on an understanding of the DBMS to
be used for deployment. To successfully create a physical database design
you will need to have a good working knowledge of the features of the
DBMS including:
• In-depth knowledge of the database objects supported by DB2 and the
physical structures and files required.
• Details regarding the manner in which DB2 supports indexing, referential
integrity, constraints, data types, and other features.
• Detailed knowledge of new and obsolete features for particular versions or
releases of DB2.
• Data definition language (DDL) skills to translate the physical design into
actual database objects.
Armed with the correct information, you can create an effective and efficient
database from a logical data model. The first step in transforming a logical
data model into a physical model is to perform a simple translation from
logical terms to physical objects. Of course, this simple transformation will
not result in a complete and correct physical database design – it is simply
the first step.
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DB2 Object Overview
Background
DB2 Files

STOGROUP
DATABASE
VOLC01

VOLC02

TABLESPACE
TABLEX
TABLEY

TABLESPACE

TABLESPACE
TABLEA
TABLEB
TABLEC
TABLEB
TABLEA

INDEX SPACE
INDEX on
TABLEY

TABLEZ
(Partition 1)
(Partition 2)
(Partition 3)

INDEX SPACE
INDEX on
TABLEZ
(Partition 1)
(Partition 2)
(Partition 3)

LINEAR
VSAM
DD
BB
22

DB2
CATALOG

VV
SS
AA
M
M
MVS
ICF
CATALOG

The first step is to understand the DB2 database objects and structures that are
available for implementing a physical database design. A complete understanding of
each object, how to create it, and how it functions is imperative to succeed at the
task of creating effective DB2 databases.
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DB2 Data Types
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CHAR / VARCHAR
CLOB
DBCLOB
GRAPHIC / VARGRAPHIC
BLOB
DATE
TIME
TIMESTAMP

• INTEGER
• SMALLINT
• DECIMAL
– NUMERIC
• FLOAT
– REAL
– DOUBLE

To support the mapping of attributes to table columns you will need to map
each logical domain of the attribute to a physical data type and perhaps
additional constraints. Each column must be assigned a data type. Certain
data types require a maximum length to be specified. For example a
character data type could be specified as CHAR(20), indicating that up to 20
characters can be stored for the column. You may need to apply a length to
other data types as well, such as graphic, floating point, and decimal (which
require a length and scale) types.
There may be multiple physical data type choices that can be used
successfully for a domain. Consider a logical domain whose valid values are
integers between 1 and 10. You could choose an integer data type, of which
there may be several (for example, integer, smallint, tinyint, etc.). Or you
could choose a decimal data type with a zero scale. You might even choose
to store the data in a two byte character column if no mathematical operations
are required. Any of these can work. As the DBA you will need to determine
which data type can be most efficiently accessed, stored, maintained, and
processed by the applications accessing the data.
In addition to a data type and length, you also may need to apply a constraint
to the column.
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Variable length columns can save space but are worth
considering only when the length of the actual data items varies
considerably. Even so, with data compression built-in to DB2 now
- and operating very efficiently - compression is frequently a
better choice for conserving disk space than variable length
columns. This is so because DB2 compresses automatically behind the scenes. With variable length columns a two-byte prefix
is required for each column to indicate the actual length of the
data in the variable length column. This prefix must be set and
maintained by application code - this is not necessary with
compression.
However, the overhead of compression in some cases may be
problematic. DB2 must incur CPU in order to compress and decompress the data as it is modified and read. However, I/O
benefits can outweigh the additional CPU because more data will
be stored per page due to the smaller size of the rows.
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Use DB2 date and time data types when dealing with dates and
times. Do NOT force a date or a time into a character or numeric
column.
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The nullability of each column in the table also must be
specified. The logical data model should contain information
on the nullability of each attribute, so this information can be
copied for each requisite column in the physical database.
If the data model does not contain information on nullability
additional requirements gathering will be needed to
ascertain if a column should be nullable or not.
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DB2 also provides the ability to assign a default value to be
used when a row is to be inserted and no value has been
provided for the column. This needs to be addressed for
each column when you create the table.
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Column Ordering
• Sequence columns based on logging
–
–
–
–

Infrequently updated non-variable columns first
Static (infrequently updated) variable columns
Frequently updated columns last
Frequently modified together, place next to each other

CUST
ID

FIRST
NAME

Static,
infrequently
updated

LAST
NAME

AD

DR

ES

S

ACCT
BAL

Frequently updated at
the same time (marriage)
…but infrequently updated.

Frequently
updated

Before creating a table review the order of the columns. Column order is irrelevant
from an operational perspective – that is, DB2 gives the same results regardless of
column sequence. But column sequencing can impact performance so you may
need to change sequence as recorded in the logical data model for physical
implementation
For example, column ordering can impact performance based on the way DB2 logs
changes. Data modifications are logged from the first byte changed to the last byte
changed… except for variable length rows, then DB2 logs the change from the
first byte changed to the end of the row. To take advantage of this knowledge, resequence columns based on logging. Infrequently updated non-variable columns
should be grouped together at the beginning of the table, followed by static
(infrequently updated) variable columns, then frequently updated columns last.
This structure will ensure that the least amount of data required is logged, thereby
speeding up any data modification processes. Another good idea would be to
group any columns that are frequently modified together. This can reduce the
amount of data logged, too. Of course, each DBMS logs data differently. You will
need to understand how your DBMS logs and how column ordering can impact
performance.
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Free space can be used to leave a portion of a tablespace or
index empty and available to store newly added data. The
specification of free space in a tablespace or index can reduce
the frequency of reorganization, reduce contention, and increase
the efficiency of insertion. DB2 provides two methods of
specifying free space for a database object in the CREATE and
ALTER statements. One parameter is PCTFREE, where the DBA
can specify the percentage of each data page that should remain
available for future inserts. Another possible parameter is
FREEPAGE, where the DBA indicates the specified number of
pages after which a completely empty page is available. Ensuring
a proper amount of free space for each database objects provides
the following benefits:
•Inserts are faster when free space is available.
•As new rows are inserted they can be properly clustered.
•Variable-length rows and altered rows have room to expand,
thus potentially reducing the number of relocated rows.
•Fewer rows on a page means better concurrency because less
data is unavailable to other users when a page is locked.
However, there are several disadvantages to free space as well:
•Disk storage requirements are greater.
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Semantic data integrity refers to the meaning of data and
relationships that need to be maintained between different types
of data. The DBMS provides options, controls and procedures to
define and assure the semantic integrity of the data stored within
its databases. DBAs must understand how the DBMS enables
automatic semantic data integrity checking. And, as an on-going
component of the job, the DBA has to implement semantic data
integrity into the database design, as well as initiate processes to
check and correct integrity problems that creep into the database
over time.
•DOMAIN - values in columns - no nulls in PK (table check
constraints)
•ASSOCIATION - pre-defined business rules for attribute
association (VALIDPROC, check constraint)
•REFERENTIAL - PK to FK (referential constraints)
Of course, data integrity can be built into application programs for
enforcement, too. But such data integrity is not enforced when ad
hoc changes are made to the database.
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RI: System or User-Managed?






Standard declarative implementation.
Less coding required.
Easier to modify later. (DDL and CHECK)
More efficient.
Ad hoc and planned updates.

 Requires program code to be written.
 Hard to modify later.
 Sometimes there is the possibility for
better insert performance.
 Works only for planned updates.
Keys consist of the attributes that identify entity occurrences and define
relationships between entities. A key will consist of one or more attributes, the
values of which uniquely identify an entity occurrence. Well, more precisely,
candidate keys and primary keys identify the entity. A combination of the
primary key value of one entity and the foreign key value of another entity
identify relationships.
A key should contain no embedded meaning. The key’s purpose is to identify
and not to describe. The other attributes in the entity serve a descriptive
purpose. When keys contain embedded meaning problems can arise if the
meaning changes. Furthermore, the values for any embedded meaning are
likely to be outside your immediate control, which can also cause data
integrity and modification problems.
Candidate Keys
Each entity can have multiple candidate keys, but it must have at least one.
Each candidate key is an attribute, or set of attributes, that can be used to
uniquely identify an occurrence of the entity. If the value of the attributes
cannot be used to identify a specific occurrence of the entity, then they do
not represent a candidate key.
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The only valid reason to denormalize is if performance is unacceptable. The
decision to denormalize should never be made lightly because it can cause integrity
problems and involves a lot of administration. Administration issues include:
•

Documenting every denormalization decision

•

Ensuring that all data remains valid and accurate

•

Scheduling of data migration and propagation jobs

•

Keeping end users informed about the state of the tables

•

Periodic analysis to review whether denormalization is still required.

Always re-evaluate your denormalization decisions as new versions of DB2,
operating systems, and TP monitors are installed; same for hardware and memory.
Likewise, if processing requirements change, each denormalization decision should
be re-evaluated.
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Denormalization
• Prejoined Tables - when the cost of joining is prohibitive
• Report Tables - for specialized critical reports (e.g. CEO)
• Mirror Tables - when two types of environments require
concurrent access to the same data (OLTP vs DSS)
• Split Tables - when distinct groups/apps use different parts of
the same table
– Splitting columns across two tables for long variable character columns.

• Combined Tables - to eliminate one-to-one relationships
• Redundant Data - to reduce the number of joins for a single
column (e.g. definitional, CA to California)
• Repeating Groups - to reduce overall I/O (& possibly DASD)
• Derivable Data - to eliminate calculations & aggregations
• Speed Tables - to support hierarchies
• Page Size - to reduce page size

Always remember that denormalization is initially implemented to enhance
performance. If the environment changes it is only reasonable to reevaluate the denormalization decision. Also, it is possible that, given a
changing hardware and software environment, denormalized tables may
be causing performance degradation instead of performance gains. Simply
stated, always monitor and periodically re-evaluate all denormalized
applications.
Horizontal Split - split by rows; same key, same number of columns,
fewer rows in each new table. When you horizontally split, tables can not
be the parent in an RI relationship
Vertical Split - split by columns; same key; fewer columns; same number
of rows in each new table. When vertically splitting tables make one of the
tables the parent table and enforce RI.
Splitting columns - put the most used portion of a large character column
in the main table and the remaining, less-frequently used portion of the
column in another table. This can minimize I/O and improve performance
for most queries.
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Every table is contained in one and only one tablespace.
Simple and segmented tablespaces can contain multiple tables.
However, the general practice is to place only one table in a
tablespace except for smaller, static tables like code tables and
lookup tables.
Partitioned tablespaces can contain only a single table.
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When data from two tables is frequently joined it can make sense
to physically interleave the data into the same physical storage
structure based on the join column. This can be viewed as a
specialized form of clustering. It can only be accomplished using
a simple tablespace.
To better understand data interleaving, refer to the diagram. You
can see how data from two tables – the ORDER table and the
ITEM table – are combined on the same page. When data is
interleaved this way join performance can improve – but only for
the specific join that the data was interleaved to optimize.
Interleaving is accomplished by presorting data before it is loaded
into the table into the “interleaved” order.
Of course, as soon as data is modified the interleaving can be
destroyed.
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A database is simply a collection of DB2 objects.
Every database has a DBD that is associated with it and that
must be loaded into the EDM pool when an object in that
database is accessed. Very large DBDs can be inefficient.
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3390

3380

3390 Storage Group

3380 Storage Group
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DB2 Indexes

Index Advantages

Optimize data access:
••
••
••
••

DB2
DB2decides
decideswhether
whetheror
ornot
notto
touse
usean
anindex
indexat
atBIND
BINDtime
time
DB2
maintains
all
indexes
DB2 maintains all indexes
Tablespace
Tablespacescans
scanscan
canbe
beavoided
avoidedthrough
throughindex
indexusage
usage
Recommended
on
foreign
key
columns
to
speed
referential
Recommended on foreign key columns to speed referentialintegrity
integrity
access
access
•• Indexes
Indexescan
canminimize
minimizesorting
sorting
•• There
can
be
There can bemultiple
multipleindexes
indexesper
pertable
tabletotosuit
suitthe
theway
waydata
dataisisprocessed
processed

Guarantee uniqueness:
•• Only
Onlymeans
meansofofensuring
ensuringuniqueness
uniquenessof
ofcolumn
columnvalues
values
•• Required
Requiredon
onprimary
primarykey
keycolumn
columnas
aspart
partof
ofreferential
referentialintegrity
integrity
implementation
implementation

Implement clustering:
•• DB2
DB2will
willattempt
attempttotomaintain
maintainrows
rowsininthe
thesequence
sequenceofofthe
thecolumn
columnvalues
values
ininthe
index
the index

One of the best techniques for achieving acceptable query
performance is the creation of appropriate indexes on your
database tables. Of course, the trick is in determining how many
indexes to create and how exactly to define each index.
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Indexing Strategy
• A proper indexing strategy can be the #1
factor to ensure optimal performance
– First take care of unique & PK constraints
– Then for foreign keys (usually)
– Heavily used queries - predicates
– Overloading of columns for IXO
– Index to avoid sorting
• ORDER BY, GROUP BY, DISTINCT

– Choose first column wisely (high cardinality)
– Choose clustering index wisely
– Indexing variable columns?
– Consider the cost of indexes

Appropriate indexes can only be created with an understanding of how the
data is going to be accessed. This means you need to evaluate the SQL that
will be used to access tables before you get the indexes right.
In general index columns frequently used in WHERE clauses and columns
frequently used for ordering.
Smaller tables may not require an index. The larger the table the more
beneficial creating appropriate indexes become.
Clustering defines the way data will be stored physically. The term refers to
keeping rows in a specific order on the disk. Through clustering, data that is
commonly accessed together can be stored together on the same or
contiguous pages. By storing the data together this way performance is
optimized when it is retrieved sequentially because fewer I/Os are required.
Actually, more accurately, clustering indicates that the DBMS should attempt
to maintain rows in the sequence of specific column values.
The cost of indexes includes: (1) maintenance during INSERT, UPDATE,
and DELETE processing, (2) DASD, (3) increased elapsed time to run some
utilities (LOAD, REORG), and (4) extra VSAM data sets.
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Index Organization

The basic indexing technique supported by most relational database systems is
the b-tree index. A b-tree is a keyed, tree-like index structure. A b-tree index
begins at the root page and fans out down to the leaf pages.
The pages of a b-tree index are referred to as nodes. Nodes exist in levels in the
b-tree, with nodes above the leaf level containing directory entries and pointers
to lower level b-tree nodes. Nodes at the lowest level are called leaf pages. Leaf
nodes contain entries with the key value and a pointer to individual data rows in
the table. As data is added to the table, the b-tree index is updated storing the
new key values in the appropriate location in the index structure. To access data
using the index, the DBMS begins at the root page and follows the pointers
through the index until the key value is located at the leaf level, where a pointer
leads to the actual table data. Each parent node contains the highest key value
that is stored in its direct dependent nodes. The leaf pages of a b-tree index can
be scanned for ranges of values once the key has been looked up.
Suppose a query is run with a search condition requesting data where the key
value is equal to 53. The DBMS can traverse the index and in this case will wind
up on the second leaf page. This leaf page contains a pointer to the actual row in
the table containing the requested key value. A maximum of five I/O requests are
required to satisfy this query: one for a page at each level of the index and an
additional request for the table page.
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Views can be helpful to support specific application and user
requirements. You can think of a view as a way of turning a
SELECT statement into a “table” that is accessible using SQL.
Therefore, a view can be considered a logical table. No physical
structure is required of a view; it is a representation of data that is
stored in other tables (or other views). The data "in the view" is
not stored anywhere and only physically exists in the underlying
tables. Views can also be based on other views.
Views are flexible and can consist of any combination of the
following:
•Rows from tables, including: a subset of rows from a single table,
all rows from a single table, a subset of rows from multiple tables,
or all rows from multiple tables.
•Rows from views, including the same combinations as listed
above for tables.
•Columns from tables, including: a subset of columns from a
single table, all columns from a single table, a subset of columns
from multiple tables, or all columns from multiple tables.
•Columns from views including the same combinations as listed
above for tables.
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View Usage Rules
• Valid reasons to implement views:
–
–
–
–
–
–

Security - row and column level
Access - efficient access paths
Data Derivation - put the calculations in the view
Mask Complexity - hide complex SQL from users
Rename a Table
Column Renaming - table with better column names
(easier to use than AS)

• Synchronize all views with base tables...

DO NOT USE ONE VIEW PER BASE TABLE!

Views should be created based on their usefulness to application
development and ad hoc query users. There are six basic uses
for which views excel. These are:
1.

to provide row and column level security

2.

to ensure efficient access paths

3.

to mask complexity from the user

4.

to ensure proper data derivation

5.

to rename tables, and

6.

to rename columns.

At any rate, be sure to document the intended purpose for every
view created so that future structural changes to database tables
can be promulgated to any views accessing those changing
tables.
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A one hour presentation cannot adequately cover the entire
database design process. This presentation touched on the
highlights of this topic and covered some DB2-specific instances
when the logical data model and the physical database
implementation may not match.
To do complete justice to this topic would require a multiple day
class on data modeling as well as a multiple day class on DB2
database design. Hopefully, though, the information in this
presentation encourages you to seek out additional references on
these subjects.
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